
 

 

 

 

 

Briefing: Safe Routes Save Lives 
Second reading of the Nationality & Borders bill  

About us 
At Safe Passage International, we help refugees access safe routes to asylum. We champion 
refugees’ right to safe passage through strategic legal work, advocacy, capacity building and 
community organising. 

Our recommendations  

To save lives and break the business model of traffickers, the Government must urgently: 

• uphold the fundamental right to asylum, scrap their unjust rules dismissing asylum claims as 
“inadmissible”, and drop their inhumane plans for an asylum system that differentiates and 
discriminates based on how refugees are forced to arrive to the UK; 

• urgently open new safe routes to the UK for refugees;   

• safeguard and extend family reunion rights for refugees; and 

• establish a new scheme offering sanctuary to unaccompanied child refugees in Europe. 

Threats to refugee protection 

To prevent Channel crossings and break smuggling networks, the Government must urgently 

expand and improve safe routes to the UK for refugees. People risk their lives taking 

dangerous journeys to reach protection and loved ones when safe routes aren’t available.  

Instead of opening safe routes, this bill will criminalise and punish refugees who have a well-
founded fear of persecution, and seeks to offload Britain’s responsibilities by dismissing the 
majority of claims as “inadmissible”.1 The bill would also establish an inhumane and unlawful 
asylum system that differentiates and discriminates against refugees, depending on how they 
were forced to make their journey to find sanctuary. Under this system, refugees would be 
categorised as ‘Group 1’ if they have travelled directly from the country or territory where their 
life or freedom is threatened and made an asylum claim without delay, and everyone else would 
be in ‘Group 2’. Most refugees would be classed as ‘Group 2’ and denied vital rights, including to 
family reunion. Two in every three women and children that the UK would accept as refugees now 
would be turned away under these proposals.2 

We strongly urge Parliament to uphold the fundamental right to asylum under the Refugee 
Convention, scrap the unjust rules dismissing asylum claims as “inadmissible”, and drop inhumane 
plans for an asylum system that punishes refugees based on how they are forced to arrive to the 
UK.  

These proposals violate the key principles of the 1951 Refugee Convention, and do a 
disservice to Britain’s proud record of providing safety to those fleeing persecution and 
violence. Whilst safe routes protect refugees, everyone has the right to asylum and all refugees 
should enjoy full protection and rights, regardless of how they travel to or arrive in the UK. 

All evidence shows that policies that rely on deterrence to prevent refugees from taking 
dangerous journeys do not work, like these put forward by the Government. Such policies do not 
address why people come here - for family, community, security, and to rebuild their lives. Most 
refugees on the move are unaware of policies aiming to deter their attempts to travel to safety, 
rendering them ineffective.3 

 
1 The proposed “inadmissibility” rule is already part of our Immigration Rules, so this bill would put this rule into primary 
legislation. The current policy means that the “inadmissibility” rule under the Immigration Rules does not apply to 
unaccompanied children seeking asylum, but this safeguard is not guaranteed with the bill.  
2 Together with Refugees (2021) Women and children abandoned by proposed refugee rules 
3 Mediterranean Migration Research Programme (2017) Dynamics of migration across the Mediterranean   

https://togetherwithrefugees.org.uk/media-release-women-and-children-abandoned-by-proposed-refugee-rules-reveals-new-campaign-coalition/
https://esrc.ukri.org/news-events-and-publications/evidence-briefings/dynamics-of-migration-across-the-mediterranean/
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Open safe routes to save lives 

Providing safe routes are the best way to prevent people from being forced to travel in lorries or 
on small boats across the Channel. Safe routes save lives, reunite families and support 
refugees to rebuild their lives here in the UK, welcomed by our communities. 

The Government has recognised how vital safe routes are to refugee protection but fails to 
propose new safe routes with their New Plan for Immigration or this bill. The existing safe routes 
for refugees to reach the UK are inadequate. In fact, in the last year, the Government has closed 
routes to sanctuary by: 

• ending the Dubs scheme for unaccompanied refugee children in Europe, and  
• refusing to replace expiring EU family reunion rules (Dublin III).  

The Government has promised to continue to resettle refugees, and we urge the Government to 
extend and expand the resettlement programme; set a target for those Britain will resettle of at 
least 10,000 people per year; improve access to the scheme; and continue its commitment to 
vulnerable children. However, expanding resettlement alone is not enough - just 0.08% of 
refugees globally are selected for resettlement, and the scheme doesn't adequately address key 
reasons why refugees seek asylum in Britain, including because they have family here.4 

Reunite refugee families 

Despite the Government heralding family reunion as a vital safe route to the UK for 
refugees, they are introducing devastating restrictions to refugee family reunion rights. 
Under this bill, most refugees arriving in the UK would not have the right to reunite with their 
family.5 This is not only heart-breaking for the refugees here in the UK, but will deny their family 
(most often women and children) a safe route to protection and their loved ones, leading more 
people to risk dangerous journeys. 

This bill would restrict access to family reunion depending on how someone has arrived in the UK, 
with refugees placed in the Government’s proposed ‘Group 2’ denied family reunion rights. No 
matter how someone enters the UK, the Government must ensure that all refugees can access full 
protection, including family reunion rights.  

What is needed most now is an expansion of family reunion, so it is deeply troubling that the 
Government is set to introduce more restrictions. We urge the Government instead to make 
urgent improvements to the safe family reunion route under the UK’s Immigration Rules.  

We know from our work at Safe Passage assisting refugee families to reunite safely that when 
people have no safe route to reach families, they are likely to risk their lives on dangerous 
journeys to reach loved ones. Children are particularly likely to resort to people smuggling when 
access to family reunion is delayed or at risk, according to UNHCR.6 

As the EU’s family reunion rules expired with Brexit, separated families are now reliant on the 
UK’s broken Immigration Rules. Of the family reunion cases we supported to access the EU rules, 
Dublin III, we estimate 95% would be very unlikely to qualify under the UK’s current 
Immigration Rules. 

 
4 In 2020 the UN recorded 26million refugees globally, 22,770 refugees were resettled.   
5 According to the New Plan for Immigration policy statement, “62% of UK asylum claims were made by those entering 
illegally - for example by small boats, lorries or without visas”  (Sept. 2018-19. We estimate therefore that most 
refugees would not have family reunion rights because they would be categorised as ‘Group 2’ refugees. 
6 UNCHR (2019) Desperate Journeys 
7 3 of our 11 family reunion cases this year did not proceed with their application under the UK Immigration Rules & 
travelled irregularly. Last year, none of our 80 cases under the EU’s Dublin III rules did so. 

More than a quarter of the unaccompanied children we were helping reunite with family 
lost faith in the legal process and travelled to the UK irregularly this year, instead of 
pursuing their claim under UK rules.7 

Last year, none of our cases under the EU’s family reunion rules risked a dangerous journey. 

The UK’s rules are more restrictive, take longer and are less guaranteed to succeed. Children 
lose faith in the process and resort to dangerous journeys to be with family. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/972517/CCS207_CCS0820091708-001_Sovereign_Borders_Web_Accessible.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/71703_0.pdf
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Urgent changes are needed so children can reunite with close family members in the UK, like 

siblings, aunts, uncles and grandparents – whether those family members have refugee status, 

indefinite leave to remain or become British citizens. The Government must also reform the 

application process so that it’s clear, safe and accessible, in order to prevent dangerous journeys 

to visa application centres.  

Sanctuary for child refugees in Europe  

Safe routes save lives, and so we urge the Government to open a new route to sanctuary for 
unaccompanied children in Europe. This would provide a safe alternative to children risking their 
lives travelling to the UK in dinghies. 

Right now, there are more than 11,000 unaccompanied child refugees in Europe.8 The 
Government is insistent that Europe is safe for these children. Having fled war and persecution, 
they are now stuck on the streets of Calais or in refugee camps on Greek islands – nobody can call 
that safe for a child. Every day at least 17 unaccompanied children in Europe go missing.9 This 
is a failure of child and refugee protection across Europe, with many missing children believed to 
have become victims to violence, exploitation and trafficking. 

Offering a route to protection for some of these children would see Britain demonstrate global 
leadership and act in solidarity with our closest neighbours. Across the UK, communities and local 
authorities are ready to welcome child refugees if the Government opens a safe route and 
provides the necessary resourcing and support.  

A previous scheme (the Dubs scheme) demonstrated the potential of a new route to protection 
for unaccompanied child refugees, and was a successful deterrent for many children who would 
have otherwise made dangerous journeys to Britain10  

This bill is an opportune moment to build on the Dubs scheme and its promise, and we urge 
this Government to take this opportunity to open a new safe route and offer hope to 
unaccompanied children in Europe. 

 
8 Unaccompanied & separated - UNICEF (2021) Refugee and Migrant Response in Europe 
9 18,292 unaccompanied child migrants went missing in Europe between January 2018 and December 2020, according 
to the Guardian and Lost in Europe collective (2021) Nearly 17 child migrants a day vanished in Europe since 2018 
10 Section 67 Immigration Act 2016 

Abdul is desperate to join his family in the UK. Having fled Syria, he is now in Greece as an 
unaccompanied child seeking asylum. 

Under the current Immigration Rules, Abdul does not have a way to reunite with his family in 
the UK – but he would have had under the EU’s rules. Abdul’s case to join his family in the UK is 
unlikely to succeed as it is at the discretion of the Home Office, and he will probably never see 
his family again. 

There are concerns that he will not be able to recover from the trauma he experienced in Syria 
while he is alone and separated from his loved ones. He continues to have nightmares about 
the bombings in Syria and the disappearance of one of his parents. 

His family in the UK have lost many family members in the war and are worried about Abdul’s 
safety and mental health. They want to care for him and help him heal, but do not want him to 
attempt a dangerous journey to reach them in the UK. 

“I was fortunate enough to access the Dubs scheme to travel safely to the UK. Since I arrived in 
the UK, I have studied hard.  

Now the Government has said they will not continue resettlement for unaccompanied children 
from Europe. This makes me feel sad, to think of all those children, homeless with no other 
option.”  

- Muste, Safe Passage Young Leader 

https://www.unicef.org/media/97056/file/Refugee-and-Migrant-Response-in-Europe-SitRep-31-March-2021.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/apr/21/nearly-17-child-migrants-a-day-vanished-in-europe-since-2018

